Apple Adventure Game

Ages 6+ Players: 2-4

Contents
Apple Adventure gameboard • 32 cards • 4 Johnny Tractor pawns, with bases.

Object
Be the first player to collect four Golden Apple cards and take them to the barn on the opposing corner of the board.

Setup
1. Insert all of the cards randomly into the gameboard.
2. Each player chooses a Johnny Tractor pawn, and places it on the starting space with matching color. (e.g. Johnny Tractor with the blue base starts on the blue start space.)
3. The youngest player goes first. Play passes to the left.

Gameplay
During their turn, each player moves their tractor one space and pulls the card that occupies that space.

Golden Apple
Hooray!
Pick this card from the board and put it in front of you in a personal pile.

Corey Combine
Extra turn!
Pick this card from the board and put it in a discard pile off to the side. Player now can move another space and pick another card.

Allie Gator
Extra turn!
Pick this card from the board and put it in a discard pile off to the side. Player now can move another space and pick another card.

Raccoon
Oh no!
Pick this card from the board and put it in a discard pile off to the side. Take one Golden Apple card from your personal pile and return it to the board in the furthest available space from your tractor. If you have no Golden Apple cards, do nothing.

Winning
You win if you are the first player to collect four Golden Apple cards and move your tractor to its color-matching finish space on the opposite side of the gameboard.
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